
Digitalization and arbitration
– opportunities for business

Paris 16 December 2019

Digitalization and technical innovations are developing fast, also in the legal industry. 
Addressing the complexities of international arbitral proceedings through secure 

communications and digitalization has been in demand by legal professionals for several 
years. In parallel, GDPR has increased the focus on data privacy also in arbitration. 

The speakers will provide insights into the trends in international dispute resolution  
on digitialization, automation and GDPR as well as an update on the SCC Platform,  

a case management platform, providing secure communication from request  
to award among the participants of SCC arbitrations. 

The event is co-hosted by the SCC and Dentons.

Who should attend? 
• In-house counsel of international business
• Law firms advising in international transactions
• Dispute resolution specialists
• Legal tech advisors or specialists

Date
16 December 2019

Time
18:30  Registration
19:00–20:30 Seminar 
Followed by drinks and refreshments.

Venue 
Dentons, 5 Boulevard Malesherbes, 75008, Paris. 

Registration
For registration please use email address: evenement.paris@dentons.com 
RSVP at the latest by 9 December.

For questions please contact Lise Alm: lise.alm@chambers.se

https://www.dentons.com/en
https://sccinstitute.com/
https://sccinstitute.com/scc-platform/
https://www.vqab.se/
mailto:evenement.paris%40dentons.com?subject=RSVP%2016%20December%3A%20Digitalization%20and%20arbitration
mailto:lise.alm%40chambers.se?subject=


Agenda
18.30 Registration

19.00 Digitalization in arbitration – opportunities and challenges

 Going from analogue to digital in an arbitration practice
 Bart Legum, SCC board member and partner & global co-Chair, Dentons

 Challenges from a cyber security perspective and data protection in arbitration 
 Kathleen Paisley, partner, Ambos Lawyers

 What the automation and digitalisation hype is about and what is really going on 
 Ann Björk, co-founder, VQ 
 Helena Hallgarn, co-founder, VQ

 Digitalisation in arbitration and introduction of the SCC Platform.  
 Lise Alm, head of business development, SCC 

Concluding with a panel discussion with the speakers

20.30  Reception with drinks and refreshments

Speakers

Bart is an international arbitrator and thought leader 
with 30 years of experience within international 
arbitration and investment disputes. He sits on the 
SCC board and on the ICSID roster of conciliators for 
investment disputes. He is an early adopter of 
technology and avid user of digital tools in his own 
arbitration practice. 

Kathleen is an international arbitrator based in 
Europe and the US, with, among other things, more 
than 30 years of experience in technology disputes 
and data protection.  She is a leading expert on both 
data pro tection and cyber security in arbitration, and 
is co-chair of the ICCA-IBA joint task force on data 
protection and a member of the cybersecurity task 
force.

Ann and Helena are founders of Virtual Intelligence 
VQ, an innovative entrepreneurial company focusing 
on digitalisation of the legal sector. They are pioneers 
in legal tech, being able to combine the practice of 
law with innovation and IT skills, and have developed 
several innovative legal solutions such as VQ Legal, 
and the AI tool TrueAgreement. In 2017 VQ won the 
Swedish Legal Innovation Award for its pioneering 
impact on the legal market.

Lise heads business develop ment at the SCC including 
innovation, digitalization and the SCC Platform. With 
an M&A background both as external counsel and in-
house at Spotify, and a business background heading 
the business department at other tech start-ups, she 
brings new perspectives to the arbitration world.
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